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ABSTRACT
The implementation of the maximum likelihood estimator
for the time-delay estimation problem is practically
intractable for navigation signals due to its complexity,
especially when due to multipath reception several
superimposed replica are taken into account. Recently it
has been shown that signal compression techniques can
overcome this problem, as the maximum likelihood
estimator can be formulated efficiently upon a reduced
data set of much smaller size compared to the original
data, where the reduced data set forms a sufficient statistic
for the estimated signal parameters. This paper focuses on
the formulation of such a signal compression based
estimator. Furthermore the integration of the estimator
into navigation receivers is addressed, in particular by
considering the delay lock loop architecture that is
employed within conventional navigation receivers. A
novel approach for integrating the efficient maximum
likelihood estimator into a generic tracking loop is
proposed. The performance of the proposed method is
assessed by computer simulations. The results show that
the conventional delay lock loop is outperformed with

respect to noise performance as well as with respect to the
multipath bias.
INTRODUCTION
In the absence of multipath, the delay lock loop (DLL) of
a conventional navigation receiver implements an
approximation of a maximum likelihood (ML) time-delay
estimator. However, in reality the receiver typically has to
cope with a superposition of the line-of-sight signal
(LOSS) and some additional replica that are due to
reflections. In this case a bias is introduced into the
estimate of the DLL, resulting in a positioning error even
if no noise is present.
If the reflected signals are taken into account, it is still
possible to formulate an ML estimator (see e.g. [1]), now
having several delays and amplitudes as parameters.
Unfortunately, the resulting system of equations does no
longer suggest a straightforward exact solution without
dramatic increase in complexity. There are several
practical difficulties in an implementation of the optimal
estimator, given that the optimization problem is not only
nonlinear but also multi-dimensional. One approach to
reduce complexity is to break down the problem into a
one-dimensional one and approximate the ML solution
iteratively. An example is the MEDLL introduced in [1]
and the SAGE algorithm considered in [2]. One of the
latest introduced approaches to the address the multipath
estimation problem is the recently introduced Vision
Correlator [3].
A general framework for efficient implementation of the
optimal multi-dimensional ML time-delay estimator has
been given in [4]. The purpose of this work is to assess
the performance of the ML estimator proposed in [4]
when it is integrated into conventional navigation receiver
architecture. Previous studies of the estimator have
considered its open-loop performance. In computer
simulations, the delays and amplitudes have been
estimated for specific integration times without taking
into account the dynamics of the tracking loop. The openloop scenario has the advantage that it simplifies the

comparison with theoretical limits, such as given by the
Cramer Rao lower bound (CRLB). And in the static case,
when parameters do not change during the observation
time, the performance is equivalent to that of a closedloop scenario. In a dynamic situation, on the other hand, a
comparison between open-loop and closed-loop
performance is less straightforward. To take into account
such scenarios, the delay estimator is put directly into the
tracking loop as a replacement of the discriminator. In
addition to the delay estimate, a phase estimate can be
obtained from the complex amplitude of the ML solution.
The paper is structured as follows: At first the multipath
estimation problem is treated theoretically. After the
introduction of the signal model the concept of data size
reduction is described. Then the efficient calculation and
optimization of the cost function in the reduced space is
addressed.
Secondly, practical implementation aspects are covered.
An approach for integration of the estimator into a generic
tracking loop is proposed. Its performance is assessed by
computer simulations whose results are shown. The
simulated scenarios comprise a multipath-free and a
multipath scenario. The results for each scenario are
discussed respectively.
Results, outcomes and findings are summarized to
conclude the paper.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume that the complex valued baseband-equivalent
received signal is equal to
Nm

y (t ) = ∑ ak s (t − τ k ) + n(t )

(1)

k =1

where s(t) is the navigation signal transmitted by the
satellite, Nm is the total number of paths reaching the
receiver, and ak and τk are their individual complex
amplitudes and time delays, respectively. The signal is
disturbed by additive white Gaussian noise, n(t). After
sampling this can be rewritten as
Nm

y = ∑ ak s(τ k ) + n = S( τ )a + n

(2)

k =1

In the compact form on the right hand side the samples of
the delayed signals are stacked together as columns of the
matrix S(τ), τ=(τ1,…,τN), and the amplitudes are collected
in the vector a=(a1,…,aN).
Based on this signal model we can use techniques from
standard estimation theory to attack the multipath
problem.

The ML estimation is given by the set of delays and
amplitudes that minimize the quadratic error:

τˆ = arg min LC ( τ ),
τ

LC ( τ ) = min y − S( τ )a

2

(3)

a

Note that, although our interest is the delay of the first
path, all delays and amplitudes are parameters in the
optimization problem. As we will see, for a given set of
delays, the optimal amplitudes can be derived explicitly,
since their contribution to the cost function is linear. The
problem that remains is to find an efficient method to
determine the minimizing vector τ.
There are several practical difficulties in an
implementation of the ML estimator as described above.
Firstly, the optimisation problem given by (3) is not only
nonlinear but also multidimensional. Such problems
usually require iterative methods. Secondly, the data size
in a typical navigation system is huge. To reduce the
influence of noise, the received signal typically has to be
observed over several codeword lengths, which can result
in vectors y containing several millions of samples. This
means that even a single numerical evaluation of the cost
function Lc(τ) requires a large computational burden,
making such an approach infeasible in a real-time
application.
These problems can be approached by the reduced
complexity techniques suggested in [4] [5]:
• Data size reduction:
The large vector containing the received signal samples
is transformed into a vector yc of much smaller size
before the actual optimization takes place. The goal is a
systematic approach to achieve such a reduction with a
negligible performance loss.
• Newton-type optimization:
Compact symbolic expressions for the gradients and
Hessians, in combination with the reduced data size
result in a both efficient and robust technique.
Interpolation methods allow arbitrary delay resolution
independent of sampling rate.
DATA SIZE REDUCTION
As discussed above, the received vector y is a linear
combination of signatures s(τk) plus some additional
noise. From a geometrical point of view, the signal term
in y is inside the span of the set of signal replica {s(τ1),
s(τ2),…, s(τN)}. The goal in (3) is to find that vector
within the signal space spanned by S(τ), which is closest
to the received vector. For a fixed τ, the best
approximation of y is given by an orthogonal projection
onto that signal space, as illustrated in Figure 1.

(

)

−1

Pc ( τ ) = S c ( τ ) S c ( τ ) H S c ( τ ) S c ( τ ) H

(10)

All calculations can now be performed on this reduced
size model.
For a given estimate of delays τ̂ , the corresponding
complex amplitudes â follow directly from the linear
projection given in (4),

(

aˆ = S c ( τˆ ) H S c ( τˆ )

Figure 1: Projection onto the signal space
This linear projection is well-known in estimation theory
and can be expressed explicitly by the projection matrix

(

)

−1

P ( τ ) = S( τ ) S ( τ ) H S ( τ ) S ( τ ) H

(4)

Substituting the projected vector P(τ)y into the cost
function we obtain

(

)

−1

LC ( τ ) = y − S( τ ) S( τ ) H S( τ ) S( τ ) H y

2

(5)

In this expression the dependence on the complex
amplitudes a has been eliminated. The cost function now
depends only on the delay vector τ.
The key to reduce the data size is to find a suitable
subspace of low dimension that still contains all possible
signal terms. More specific, if we find a matrix Qc that
satisfies

Q cH Q c = I and Q cQ cH s(τ ) = s(τ )

(6)

then it follows from the Neyman-Fisher factorization [6]
that Qcy is a sufficient statistic for estimating the delays.
In other words, there is no information loss if the delays τ
are estimated after correlation with the matrix Qc.
This means that the original system model can be
replaced by

Q cH y = Q cH S(τ )a + Q cH n

(7)

and the minimization of the cost function can be
performed using the corresponding cost function, i.e.,

τˆ = arg min y c − Pc y c

2

τ

(8)

y = QH y ,
c
c

S ( τ ) = Q H S( τ ) ,
c
c

−1

S c ( τˆ ) H y c

(11)

If Qc is a square matrix, then the transformation above is
simply a rotation. In order to reduce complexity one needs
to find a rectangular matrix that has a small number of
columns and, hence, compresses the data size. Hereby, the
conditions above should be satisfied as closely as possible
if loss in performance is to be avoided
The fundamental idea is to find a subspace of small
dimension in which the signal term S(τ)a is concentrated
for any value of the parameters. Since Qc compresses all
columns of the signal matrix S(τ) equally and all these
columns have the same structure, it suffices in the
selection of the subspace to consider a single signal
replica s(τ)a. Furthermore, as the correlation with Qc is a
linear operation, the selection criterion is invariant in the
amplitude a, which allows considering a=1 without loss
of generality.
The problem can now be described as finding a
compression matrix Qc in such a way, that the error of
reconstructing s(τ) from its compressed version QcH s(τ) is
small. For a given τ the loss can be measured by the
relative energy error

s(τ ) − sˆ (τ )
s(τ )

2

(12)

2

The reason why compression is possible is the fact that
we only need to consider a limited range of possible
delays. Since the most critical multipaths have delays
around one chip duration or less, we may consider only τ
values in a limited interval Iτ that is centered at zero. In
practice the tolerated error in the choice of Qc allows a
trade-off between performance and complexity.
To select the compression matrix Qc, a two-fold data
compression has been considered in [4][5], as illustrated
in Figure 2.
Canonical Components Principal Components
Bank of
Correlators

where

)

Further
Reduction

(9)
Figure 2: Two-fold data reduction

The principal components (PC) method minimizes the
average reconstruction error in the desired delay range.
This criterion is directly applied in the principal
components method in order to select a subspace spanned
by a matrix Qp with orthonormal columns.
2

Q p = arg min ∫ s(τ ) − QQ H s(τ ) dτ
Q

(13)

Iτ

This minimizing matrix Qp can be formed by the
eigenvectors corresponding to the greater eigenvalues of
the matrix

R s = ∫ s(τ ) s(τ ) H dτ

(14)

Iτ

The number NPC of columns in Qp will determine the
quality of the signal approximation. The more of the
eigenvalues are close to zero, the better the achievable
compression. The drawback of the PC method is that the
resulting complex correlators do not posses any particular
structure that might simplify a hardware implementation.
Such a structure is maintained in the canonical
components (CC) method, which actually also forms the
theoretical foundation behind the matched correlator
techniques like the ones employed in existing navigation
receivers. The CC method uses the convolutional
factorization of the navigation signal into code sequence
and pulse,

⎞
⎛ ∞
s(t ) = c(t ) ∗ g (t ) = ⎜ ∑ ciδ (t − iTc ) ⎟ ∗ g (t )
⎝ i = −∞
⎠

(15)

where ci are the elements of the periodic code sequence
and g(t) is typically a band-limited rectangular pulse.
After sampling this can be expressed by means of an Ns x
Ng convolution matrix Cs,

s = Cs g

−1
Q cc = C( τ b )R cc

(18)

where Rcc is a whitening matrix that follows from a QR
or SVD decomposition of C(τb). This procedure has the
advantage that the resulting correlators are now matched
to the code c(t), and the correlation procedure can thus be
performed with simple integer values (-1,+1) and at the
chip rate.
The outputs of the correlator bank can be expressed as

y cor = C( τ b ) H y

(19)

In an implementation, be it in software or hardware, the
sparseness of the correlation matrix can be taken into
account to reduce complexity.
It is also possible to use a bank of correlators that are
matched to the navigation signal s(t) directly. In this case
the columns of the correlation matrix are shifted versions
of the sampled navigation signal s=s(τ=0), i.e.,

y cor = S( τ b ) H y

(20)

−1
Q cc = S( τ b )R cc

(21)

and

The implementation complexity of this correlator bank
may be larger, since a multiplication has to be carried out
for each sample of the received vector. The difference
between the two correlation operations and the resulting
outputs of the correlator bank are illustrated in Figure 3
and Figure 4, respectively.
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where Ns and Ng are the lengths of the sampled signal
vector s and the pulse vector g, respectively. The columns
of the matrix Cs are circularly shifted against each other
according to the sample spacing Ts. With this the sampled
delayed signal can be approximated by
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s(τ ) ≈ C( τ b )g(τ )
b

(17)

where the vector τ of length Ncc defines a delay grid with
spacing Ts (the Nyquist sampling period of the signal),
covering the area where most energy of the pulse g(t) is
located. From (17) we can deduce that s(τ) is within the
span of C(τb) and, hence, can be reconstructed after
correlation with the latter. From this we now want to
obtain a compression matrix Qcc that satisfies the
conditions in (6) and has the same span as C(τb),
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Figure 3: Illustration of signal-matched and codematched correlation with received signal (blue).

τ ( k +1) = τ ( k ) − µH −1∇L( τ )

(24)

1

where H=Hess L(τ) denotes the Hessian of L(τ) and µ>0
defines the step size. Alternatively, an approximation of
the exact Hessian can be used, resulting in the so-called
modified variable projection (MVP) method.
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Figure 4: Output of the bank of signal-matched (top)
and code-matched (bottom) correlators.
In order to achieve a better data compression, the PC
method can be applied to the output of the bank of CC
correlators. While both CC methods can be used
equivalently, throughout this paper we will consider the
code matched correlators only. Then the Ncc x Npc PC
compression matrix Qpc is calculated from the signal
−1 H
s cc (τ ) = Q ccH s(τ ) = (R cc
) C( τ b ) H s(τ )

(22)

The output after the overall compression then has the
structure
−1 H
y c = Q Hpc Q ccH y = Q Hpc (R cc
) C( τ b ) H y

(23)

QcH

Because of the quadratic convergence to local minima,
only a small number of iterations are required. Another
advantage compared to other methods is that no special
structure (e.g., Vandermonde) is required in the system
model. In the considered navigation system, as shown in
Figure 5, the Newton-type optimizer is applied to the
reduced size vector yc at the output of the data reduction.
Since the number of operations per iteration is
proportional to the data size, the data compression
techniques described above result in a much smaller
complexity in the optimization implementation.
The main drawback of this optimization technique is that
the gradient and Hessian of the cost function have to be
evaluated in each iteration. In general this can be a
computational problem and approximations may have to
be used. However, for the structure of the system model
considered here, compact symbolic expressions for the
exact gradients and Hessians have been derived in [4]. In
combination with the data compression the Newton-type
methods become thus an attractive solution for our
mitigation problem.
The cost function describing the minimization problem
can be written as (compare to (8))

L = y c − Pc y c

2

{

= tr (I − Pc )y c y cH

}

(25)

Let us introduce the notation

COST FUNCTION MINIMIZATION

(

R y = y c y cH , M c = S cH S c

)

−1

,

S †c = M c S cH

(26)

d
⎛ d
⎞
D = ⎜ s c (τ 1 ), s c (τ 2 ),…⎟ ,
dτ
⎝ dτ
⎠
Cost Function
Evaluation

Newton
Iteration

Figure 5: The Newton-type optimizer
Newton-type methods are regarded as being among the
most robust and efficient techniques in unconstrained
optimization. In the Newton-Raphson method, for a given
cost function L(τ), the estimate in iteration k is given by

(27)

⎛ d2
⎞
d2
D 2 = ⎜⎜ 2 s c (τ 1 ), 2 s c (τ 2 ),…⎟⎟
dτ
⎝ dτ
⎠

Using the symbolic method introduced in [4], the gradient
of this cost function can be derived as

{

}

∇L = −2ℜ diag { S†c R y (I − Pc )D}

(28)

For the Hessian one obtains

given time interval, and that a vector g of length Ng
contains its sampled values with a uniform grid of
separation Ts smaller than the Nyquist period. Then it is
possible to calculate the samples of g(t-τ) for a delay τ
with the interpolation formula

H = −2ℜ {

( D (I − P ) R ( I − P ) D ) ⊗ M
- ( S R (I − P ) D ) ⊗ ( S M )
- ( S D ) ⊗ ( S R (I − P ) D )
- ( D (I − P ) D ) ⊗ ( S R ( S ) )
+ I ⊗ ( S R (I − P ) D ) }
T

H

c

†
c
†
c

y

c

y

†
c

c

T

†
c

y

†
c

c

T

†
c

y

c

(29)

c

y

† H
c

[Φ(τ )]

(I − Pc )R y ≈ 0

(30)

and the only term remaining in the Hessian results in the
approximate version

{(

)

T

(

1 j 2π ( r −1)( q −1) / N g
e
, q, r = 1,… , N g
Ng
r

=e

− j 2π ( r −1)τ /( N g Ts )

,

r = 1,… , N g

(33)

2

Here ℜ is the real-part operator and the symbol ‘ ⊗ ’
denotes the element-by-element (Hadamard) product of
two matrices or vectors.
If the signal-to-noise ratio is large, which means that the
variance σ2 is small compared to the components of Ry,
then an approximate Hessian is often used in practice.
Under this assumption we have

H appr =

(32)

where gF is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of g and

[ F ] q ,r =

c

T

H

g (τ ) = Fdiag(g F )Φ(τ )

c

T

( )

2ℜ D H (I − Pc )D ⊗ S †c R y S †c

H

)}

(31)

This matrix is used in the modified variable projection
(MVP) method.
During the optimization, the gradient and Hessian of the
cost function have to be evaluated in every iteration for
another set of possible delays τ. Since very severe
multipath errors are caused by relative delays (between
direct and reflected paths) of only a fraction of the chip
duration Tc, the grid of the vector τ in the optimization
procedure (see (24)) needs to be sufficiently fine. This
means that in the expressions (28) and (29) those matrices
depending on τ need be available in the desired
resolution. All these matrices are deduced from delayed
versions s(τ) of the signal s and its derivatives. On the
other hand it is desirable to achieve improved delay shift
resolution without large oversampling, which again would
increase complexity.
A way to achieve arbitrary resolution in τ independent of
the sampling period is the use of Fourier interpolation
techniques. Since the navigation signal is composed of
elementary pulses g(t), we can make use the relation (17)
and apply the interpolation on that pulse. Assume that the
band-limited pulse g(t) is approximately zero outside a

are the Ng x Ng inverse DFT matrix and a length Ng
Vandermonde vector, respectively.
Conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms can
be used to compute gF and F,

g F = fft (g ) , F −1 = fft(I N g × N g )

(34)

where the FFT of a matrix is given by the transforms of
its individual columns. Depending on the implementation
of the transform, it may be necessary to rotate the
Vandermonde vector accordingly.
Using sufficiently large Ng together with zero padding,
the error in (32) becomes negligible. Since the interval Ng
should also contain the non-zero part of the delayed signal
g(t-τ), the complexity in this interpolation is increased
accordingly with the size of desired delay range. It also
depends on the signal length and bandwidth, but not on
the delay resolution: the Vandermonde vector allows the
application of a continuous delay.
Another benefit of the Vandermonde structure in (32) is
that it allows simple calculation of the derivatives of g(τ)
and, hence, s(τ), which are required in the computation of
the gradient and Hessian.
To illustrate this, an example of a band limited
rectangular pulse and its shift by half a sample is given in
Figure 6. The pulse has a bandwidth of 5 MHz (one sided)
and is sampled with 11 samples/chip = 11 MHz to satisfy
the Nyquist criterion. The samples of the curve appear at
the same time instances but correspond to a shift of
τ=Ts/2.
The Fourier interpolation can be combined with the data
compression techniques. The signal matrix and its
derivatives at the desired point are computed with the
signal interpolation factorization of the compressed signal
sc

(

S c ( τ ) = M sc Φ(τ 1 ),… , Φ(τ N m )

)

(35)

τb

⎧(e aτ b − e aτ a ) / a, a ≠ 0
aτ
e
d
τ
=
⎨
∫
a=0
τa
⎩ τ b −τ a ,
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Figure 6: Example of a pulse and its shift by 1/2Ts
with the interpolation matrix

M sc = Q cH C s Fdiag(g F )

(36)

Hence, the interpolation matrix is simply multiplied with
a matrix having the correspondingly shifted Vandermonde
vectors as columns. The derivatives are computed
accordingly, based on the easily determined derivatives of
the elements of Ф(τ). With this the computations of the
cost function, gradient and Hessian can be performed
within the reduced signal model.
The signal interpolation also simplifies the computation
of the PC matrix Qpc [5], which is composed by
eigenvectors of the correlation matrix

R scc = E (s cc (τ )s cc (τ ) H )

= M scc E (Φ(τ )Φ(τ ) H )M sHcc

(37)

with
−1
M scc = ( R cc
) C(τb )H Cs Fdiag(g F )
H

(38)

Assuming a uniform distribution of the delay τ, the
mathematical expectation is calculated by integration over
the corresponding delay range Iτ=(τa,…,τb), see (14). It
can be seen in (37) that the Fourier interpolation of the
signal may be used to calculate Rs from the correlation
matrix RФ of the Vandermonde vector Ф(τ),

(40)

where a is a scalar value that has to be substituted
accordingly for the different matrix elements. It should be
noted that RФ depends only on the number of samples in
the pulse vector g, their spacing Ts, and the delay interval
Iτ.
The columns of Qpc are then chosen as those eigenvectors
of Rs, which correspond to the Npc largest eigenvalues of
that matrix. Since the correlation matrix, by definition, is
Hermitian, these eigenvectors are orthonormal.
INTEGRATION INTO THE TRACKING LOOP
A conventional DLL uses two correlators, matched to the
navigation signal, for tracking the maximum of the
autocorrelation function. If the DLL is in lock, the
correlation peak is exactly in the center between the two
correlators and their outputs are equal. Otherwise, the
difference between the early and the late correlator
indicates the direction and distance to the maximum. The
discriminator curve shows this difference as a function of
the current signal delay relative to the lock point, as
illustrated in Figure 7 (right). It is used in the feedback of
the loop in order to adjust the current local reference
value of the delay and move back to the stable point at the
origin. Hence, the two correlators of a DLL slide along
the autocorrelation function (see left hand side in Figure
7) until their values become equal.
It can be seen in Figure 7 that the discriminator curve
depends on the spacing between the two correlators. If the
spacing is reduced from a standard value of 1 chip (red) to
0.1 chips (green), the linear region around the origin is
reduced. Being outside this region corresponds to the case
when both correlators are on the same side of the peak of
the autocorrelation function. If this is the case, their
output difference no longer adequately measures the
distance to the origin and the performance is reduced. On
the other hand, a smaller correlator spacing (commonly
referred to as “narrow correlator”) is known to reduce the
error due to multipath.

R Φ = E (Φ(τ )Φ(τ ) H )
τ

=

b
1
Φ(τ )Φ(τ ) H dτ
∫
τ b −τ a τa

(39)

This has the advantage that the elements in RФ follow
explicitly from

Autocorrelation Function

Early-Late Discriminator

Figure 7: Discriminator with different correlator
spacings

For comparison, consider now the ML cost function Lc(τ),
shown in Figure 8, which can be evaluated from the
reduced data vector yc with arbitrarily fine resolution in τ.
The Newton optimizer estimates the delay of the
incoming signal by searching the minimum of the
function Lc(τ) (marked red in the figure). The current
reference value τ=0 (marked green) can be used as initial
value for the search.
When no multipath is present, a minimization of the cost
function is equivalent to a maximization of the
autocorrelation function. To track the maximum, the
discriminator of a conventional DLL provides an error
estimate that is used for the correction of the current delay
reference. In its linear region it produces a scaled
approximation of the delay value that minimizes the
function Lc(τ). Consequently, the discriminator can be
interpreted as an approximation of a single-path ML
estimator.

Figure 9. The ML estimator operates in place of the
generic discriminator and provides also a phase estimate
to the phase lock loop (PLL) based on (11).

Figure 9: Tracking loop with ML estimator (in-theloop-MLE).
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT MULTIPATH

Figure 8: Cost function example
Nevertheless, as the discriminator in the DLL can be
regarded as a sub-estimator element within the loop, it is
the entire loop itself that finally implements the overall
estimator. Thus it is difficult to compare the forward ML
estimator with the DLL, which in fact implements a fully
sequential estimator. Compared to a sequence of
independent ML estimates the sequentially estimating
DLL offers robustness against noise and transients when
exposed to parameter dynamics. For this reason the
incorporation of the ML estimator into the receiver
becomes not straightforward, given that the ML estimator
is designed to operate only on time intervals, during
which the signal parameters do not change. Beside data
modulation this fact restricts the possible interval for
coherent integration. Hence the DLL is sometimes able to
outperform the ML estimator in practical scenarios,
depending on the integration interval, the noise level and
the parameter variations, even when averaging is applied
to the sequence of ML estimates with a filter
characteristic equal to that of the DLL.
In order to overcome these shortcomings a hybrid solution
with an ML estimator incorporated in a generic loop is
proposed (in-the-loop MLE approach) as depicted in

For the performance assessment of the proposed approach
in a multipath-free scenario several simulations have been
carried out. The generic incoherent DLL is compared to
the proposed in-the-loop MLE architecture and the
performance bound that is given by the CRLB by means
of the root-mean-square (RMS) tracking error in
dependence on the C/N0. The signal used within all
simulations was a GPS C/A code signal of 10 MHz onesided bandwidth. The time of coherent integration was set
to 1 ms for the DLL simulations, which have been carried
out for an early/late correlator spacing of 1 chip, 0.5
chips, 0.3 chips and 0.1 chips respectively. The MLE
simulations have been carried out for a coherent
integration time of 1 ms and 10 ms respectively, whereas
the MLE assumes a single path being present, i.e., Nm = 1.
Code matched correlators were used for the CC
compression method with Ncc= 41, followed by a PC
compression with Npc= 30. The loop bandwidth for all
simulations was equal to 2 Hz. The CRLB was calculated
according to [6] based upon the considered received
signal and the loop bandwidth.
The results, which are depicted in Figure 10, show for the
DLL simulations the well-known effect of improved noise
performance as the correlator spacing gets decreased, as it
is covered within [7] for instance. In the figure it can be
observed that the in-the-loop MLE attains the CRLB for
high C/N0, but it does diverge from the bound for low
C/N0, whereas the point and amount of divergence
depends on the coherent integration time.
The phenomenon of divergence may be traced back to the
fact that the ML estimator is non-linear unlike the generic
early/late discriminator. For the DLL it is equivalent
whether the linear gradient operation (early minus late
operation) is applied before or after the linear filtering.

RMS error [s]

10

10

10

ML estimator behaves linear in a region of ±1 chip around
the in-phase correlator. This is an advantage compared to
the DLL where the linear region is significantly reduced
for correlator spacings below 1 chip. For the ML
estimator the width of the linear region can be traded
against the values Ncc and Npc. If the deviations from the
stable lock point are expected to be small, a much smaller
number of correlators and PC components should be
sufficient.
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Figure 10: Simulated performance of 1-path in-theloop MLE compared to DLL and CRLB.
The non-linear in-the-loop MLE, on the other hand, has to
operate before the loop filter, since otherwise the linear
character of the loop is lost. This leads to the divergence
for low C/N0, as the ML gradient operates on the data
from the coherent interval only, unlike the generic linear
discriminator, which operates on filtered data effectively.
Hence longer coherent integration times are preferable for
the in-the-loop-MLE as it is shown by the simulation
results.
26

The direct relation between cost function and correlator
outputs is no longer given, if the number of paths Nm in
the received signal is larger than one. The discriminator of
the DLL gets distorted by multipath, and the loop locks to
a value that no longer corresponds to the ML solution of
the direct path.
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Figure 12: Multipath error envelope: advantage of
narrow correlator (green).
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Figure 11: Performance of 1-path ML estimator as
function of subspace dimension Npc, Ncc=41.
To determine the influence of the subspace size on the
performance, the MLE has been simulated as forward
estimator for different Npc values. The signal and MLE
settings were the same as for the previous simulations,
whereas the forward MLE operates on a snapshot of 1ms
data at 45 dB-Hz and the resulting RMS error is obtained
from a statistic of 100,000 independent snapshot estimates
for each Npc. The results are depicted in Figure 11 and
show that for the simulated scenario of Ncc=41 and
C/N0=45 dB-Hz a number of approximately 30 PC
components is needed in order to avoid an observable loss
due to the PC compression. It should be noted that this
number strongly depends on the number of CC correlators
Ncc. The generous choice of 41 correlators ensures that the

For a single additional path, i.e., Nm=2, the error envelope
shows the resulting noise-less multipath error as a
function of the delay ∆τ = τ2-τ1 between the direct and the
second path. The error depends not only on the relative
multipath amplitude and phase, but also on the spacing
between the correlators of the DLL. Figure 12 shows the
error for equal phase, amplitude ratio 1/10, and spacing of
1 chip (red) and 0.1 chips (green) considering a C/A code
signal generated from the band limited example pulse
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the narrow
correlator is much less disturbed by the second path [8].
The effect of multipath on the output of the correlator
bank is shown in Figure 13. The MEDLL [1] and the
SAGE algorithm [2] both operate on the signal-matched
correlator outputs for searching the ML solution. More
recently, it was suggested to perform the estimation on
filtered chip transitions instead [3][9]. Interestingly, there
appears to be a close connection between the signal
compression theorem in [9] and the sufficient statistics
condition given in (6) for the output of the code matched
correlator bank.
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Figure 13: Effect of multipath on the signal-matched
(top) and code-matched (bottom) correlator outputs.
The actual cost function of an ML estimator for the case
Nm=2 is a function of two dimensions, one for each delay.
An example is shown in Figure 14. Due to the linearity of
the transformation into the subspace the computation of
this function is independent of the data reduction method.
Analogously to the one-dimensional case, the proposed
multipath mitigation algorithm searches the minimum
(marked red) of this cost function, starting from some
given initial estimate (marked green). As before the
current delay reference of the DLL can serve for the
selection of the start value. For selecting the relative
multipath distance of the initial value, previous
estimations can be taken into account. Note, that a second
minimum exists (marked blue), which corresponds to an
equivalent solution after sorting. Its existence follows
from the symmetry of the cost function.

Figure 14: Multipath cost function

Figure 15: Multipath error envelope: narrow
correlator (green) vs. ML estimator with Nm = 1 (blue)
and Nm = 2 (red).
Figure 15 shows the multipath error of the narrow
correlator in comparison with the ML estimation
algorithm. The red curve shows that the error becomes
negligible if the true cost function is used in the ML
estimation.
The blue curve results if the ML estimator wrongly
assumes a single path, i.e., Nm = 1. It can be seen that this
curve is still slightly better than that of the narrow
correlator. If the spacing of the narrow correlator is
decreased further it will actually converge to the blue
curve of the 1-path ML estimator. The corresponding
error could be further reduced by increasing the
bandwidth at the receiver input.
The multipath performance of the in-the-loop MLE in
presence of noise has been simulated for the same signal
and parameter settings as in the previous section. For a
fixed C/N0=50 dB-Hz and a coherent integration time of
10ms the tracking error is shown as a function of time for
a relative multipath delay of ∆τ = 10-7s (30 m) and ∆τ =
3.33·10-8s (10 m) in Figure 16 and Figure 17, respectively.
The results show again that the 2-path MLE successfully
mitigates the bias caused by the multipath, even for delays
below 1/10 of the chip duration Tc. The figures also show
that for smaller ∆τ the variance of the ML estimator is
increased. This is a well-known phenomenon that is also
reflected by the corresponding CRLB, which diverges in
the region of small ∆τ. Lower noise levels allow
mitigation of multipath with smaller delays.
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CONCLUSIONS
The performance of an in-the-loop MLE has been
investigated and compared to a conventional DLL.
Simulation results in absence of multipath show that at
high C/N0 the MLE attains the CRLB. At medium to low
C/N0 the MLE is still capable of outperforming the narrow
correlator if the coherent integration time is chosen
sufficiently high. While the linear region of a DLL
decreases with the correlator spacing, the one of the MLE
can be adjusted by selecting the range covered by the
bank of correlators. In the presence of multipath the
simulation results show that the MLE is capable of
mitigating the multipath bias even for multipath delays
smaller than a tenth of the chip duration.
The suggested data compression and interpolation
techniques are not restricted to the efficient computation
of the ML solution by Newton methods but can be used in
a much wider range of applications where the signal
parameter likelihoods can be of interest.
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